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TZ Series Carpet Tile Pattern File Vol.�

Extra edition - HOTEL：Floor pattern for office
As a special edition, we'd like to focus on hotel design and share a few floor plans featuring our TZ series.

Vol.� Hotel
In Vols.� through 3, we have introduced some floor plans for various spaces under the theme of offices,

and this time we will present you floor patterns for hotels.

In recent years, hotel styles have been diversified, creating spaces based on a variety of concepts. Our TZ

Series carpet tiles are characterized by their high quality, providing a sense of luxury in our extensive

lineup.

You can choose carpet tiles that embody quality and are best suited for creating spaces in line with your

concept. For example, we offer tiles with nature-derived design motifs that are suitable for establishing a

calm atmosphere, as well as those with a casual design, fostering an environment for people to

communicate with each other, and so on. Please take a look at our TZ series, and we hope you can select

the best option to complete your vision.

*Pattern diagrams are for reference only. The scale and appearance may vary depending on the space, so

please be sure to check the actual samples when considering the adoption of the carpet.

*Please check the direction of carpet application on each pattern drawing.



FILE�� Guest room Concept：A high-quality space for relaxation
Keyword: #sophisticated #modern #stone pattern

Product: TAPIS STONE FACE TZ��-��� TAPIS NEBULAⅡ TZ��-���

TAPIS STONE FACE, which captures the natural, unique unevenness of stone, and TAPIS NEBULA II,

designed to resemble a shimmering sea of clouds, are combined to create this design pattern. The

natural motifs impart a sense of quality and a calm atmosphere.



FILE�� Corridor Concept：Calmness and rhythm
Keyword: #chic #unique #geometric

Product: TAPIS REVERB TZ��-��� LAY FLAT TILE NOWAX LN-����

TAPIS REVERB creates a rhythmic impression. On the other hand, LAY FLAT TILE NOWAX (�mm loose-lay

tile) installed at the edges contributes to enhancing the overall tightness and coherence of the space.



FILE�� Entrance Concept：Calmness in urban life
Keywords: #sophisticated #natural taste

Products: TAPIS AMNISⅡ TZ��-���∕522∕523

TAPIS AMNIS II incorporates three colors in the floor example, drawing inspiration from the motifs of a

large stream of water moving slowly and sparkling on its surface. This imagery creates a space filled with

hospitality, calmly welcoming guests in the midst of urban cities.



We are delighted to have shared the TZ series pattern files with you throughout this office + hotel series.

We look forward to presenting more articles in the future, highlighting the excellence of our TZ series.

Floor materials introduced in this article.

Carpet Tile
TAPIS STONE FACE

TZ07-621

Carpet Tile
TAPIS NEBULAⅡ

TZ01-502

Carpet Tile
TAPIS REVERB

TZ04-562

Vinyl Tile for raised-floor
LAY FLAT TILE NO WAX

LN-1522

Carpet Tile
TAPIS AMNISⅡ

TZ02-521 , TZ02-522 , TZ02-523

https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_stone_face/tapis_stone_face/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_nebula2/tapis_nebula2/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_reverb/tapis_reverb/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/lay_flat_tile_no_wax/stone_grain_tone_1/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_amunis2/tapis_amunis2/index.html



